We carry out a theoretical and Monte Carlo study on the J/ψ decays into ωππ and KKπ through intermediate subthreshold ρ meson by using SU(3)-symmetric Lagrangian approach. It is found that the subthreshold ρ contribution is not negligible and may have significant influence on partial wave analysis of resonances in these channels, especially near the ωπ and KK thresholds.
Introduction
In recent years, much effort has been devoted to the study of meson and baryon spectra. Of particular interests, the J/ψ decays now provide an excellent source of information for studying light hadron spectroscopy and searching for glueballs, hybrids, and exotic states [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] . Several interesting near-threshold structures were observed and studied, such as the broad σ near ππ threshold, the broad κ near Kπ threshold, the narrow f 0 (980) peak nearKK threshold, and the narrow structure nearpp threshold. While various mechanisms were proposed to explain these structures [6] , the conventional t-channel meson exchange final state interaction mechanism [7, 8] can give consistent explanation for all these structures. The t-channel ρ meson exchange was found to play a very important role for all these structures.
In this paper, we want to address two other puzzling near-threshold phenomena in J/ψ decays. The first one is the "b 1 puzzle" in the J/ψ → ωππ. Both DM2 Collaboration [9] and BESII Collaboration [5] obtained a much broader width for the near-ωπ-threshold resonance b 1 (1235): while PDG gives the width (142 ± 9) MeV, the DM2 and BESII gave it as (210 ± 19) MeV and (195 ± 20) MeV, respectively. The second puzzle is that there is a clear near-KK-threshold enhancement in both [10] . From conservation laws for strong interaction, theKK here should have isospin 1 and spin-parity 1 − . There is no known resonance of these quantum number very close toKK threshold.
It is rather tempting to claim some new near-threshold resonances here. But before claiming any new physics from the seemingly puzzling phenomena, one should investigate all possible conventional mechanisms to see if the phenomena can be interpreted within the existing theoretical framework. Motivated by this idea, here we investigate the subthreshold ρ contribution to these channels through diagrams shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2 for J/ψ → ωππ and J/ψ →KKπ, respectively. There are good reasons for considering this mechanism. The J/ψ → ρπ decay has the largest branching ratio among the known two-body decay channels of the J/ψ [11] . The ρKK and ρωπ couplings are well determined to be large.
Method and formulation
The Feynman diagrams for relevant processes with the subthreshold ρ contributions are depicted in Fig.1 (J/ψ → ωπ + π − ) and Fig.2 (J/ψ → KKπ ). For the vector-vector-pseudoscalar (VVP) and the pseudoscalar-pseudoscalarvector (PPV) couplings, we use the SU(3)-symmetric Lagrangians as in Figure 1 : Diagrams for J/ψ → ωπ + π − decay with subthreshold ρ exchange. Figure 2 : Diagrams for J/ψ → KKπ decay with subthreshold ρ exchange. [8, 12, 13, 14] .
where . . . means SU (3) trace, G and G ′ are the coupling constants, and P is the 3 × 3 matrix representation of the pseudoscalar meson octet, here P = λ a P a , a = 1, ....., 8 and λ a are the 3 × 3 generators of SU (3) . A similar definition of V ν is used for the vector meson octet.
In the Gell-Mann representation, the relevant effective Lagrangians are
where
Following these Lagrangians, we are able to construct amplitudes T 1 , T 2a , T 2b , T 2c and T 2d corresponding the diagrams in Fig.1, Fig.2a , Fig.2b , Fig.2c and Fig.2d , respectively.
Here Γ ρ represents the width of ρ; F ψρπ , F ωρπ and F ρKK are the form factors for the ψρπ, ωρπ and ρKK vertices, respectively. Usually, hadronic form factors should be applied to the meson-mesonmeson vertices because of the inner quark-gluon structure of hadrons. It is well known that form factors play an important role in many physics processes, such as ππ scattering [8] , NN interactions [15] , πN scattering [16] , meson photo-production [17] etc.. Due to the difficulties in dealing with nonperturbative QCD (NPQCD) hadron structure, the form factors are commonly adopted phenomenologically.
The most commonly used form factors for meson-meson-meson vertices in J/ψ decays are Blatt-Weisskopf barrier factors B l (Q abc ) [18, 19, 20] for a decay process a → b + c with orbital angular momentum l between b and c mesons:
is the magnitude of p b or p c in the rest system of a;
i with E i and p i the energy and the tree-momentum component of p i , respectively. Here Q 0 is a hadron "scale" parameter, Q 0 = 0.197321/R GeV/c with R reflecting the radius of the centrifugal barrier in fm. We take R = 0.5 fm for ψρπ vertex and R = 0.5 or 0.8 fm for ωρπ and ρππ vertices. For the sake of convenience, we use the following shorthand notation for the F ψρπ F ρmm in Eqs. (7, 8) ) for various channels:
The monopole form factor is also a frequently used s-channel form factor [8, 21, 22] :
where m and q are the mass and the four-momentum of the intermediate particle, respectively, and Λ is the so-called cut-off momentum that can be determined by fitting the experimental data. We take Λ=4.5 GeV for J/Ψρπ vertex, Λ=1.5-4.5 GeV for ρKK vertex [7, 8] and Λ=1.5 GeV for ωρπ [22] and ρππ [8] vertices. Similarly, we define
The differential decay widths can be evaluated as
with M ψ being the mass of J/ψ and the three body phase space factor
¿From above equations and following the covariant tensor amplitude method described in detail in Refs. [19, 20] , the entire calculations are straightforward although tedious. The numerical results are given in the following section.
Numerical results and discussions
In the model described so far, there are four relevant coupling constants, g ψρπ , g ωρπ , g ρKK and g ρππ (see Eqs. (3) (4) (5) (6) ). The g ρππ can be obtained by evaluating the process ρ → ππ with various form factors. In an analogous way, we can obtain g ψρπ through the sequential decays ψ → ρπ with ρ → ππ and g ωρπ through ω → ρπ with ρ → ππ by using the similar approach described in the section above. The g ρKK can be obtained through flavor SU(3) symmetry to be g ρKK = 1 2 g ρππ . The experimental data of ρ → ππ, ψ → ρπ, ω → πππ decay widths are from the PDG [11] . The results are shown in Table 1 .
We use two forms of Γ ρ in Eqs. (7, 8) . First we take it as a constant of 0.149 GeV. Then we take an energy dependent width including ππ, ωπ and KK channels. 6.6% 1.6-3.3%
where energy dependent partial width Γ ρ→ππ , Γ ρ→ωπ and Γ ρ→KK are obtained by the method similar to Eqs. (15, 16) . We find that the two forms of Γ ρ have little influence on coupling constants. So we use the same coupling constants in amplitudes with the same form factor (see Table 1 ). In order to demonstrate how large effect the s-channel subthreshold ρ exchange may have upon various channels, their contributions are calculated and compared with experimental decay widths of the corresponding final states. The results are listed in Table 1 . The R ρ ωππ and R ρ KKπ represent the ratio of theoretical contribution from the subthreshold ρ exchange to the experimental width from PDG [11] for the channels ωπ + π − and KKπ, respectively.
¿From Table 1 , we see that no matter which form of Γ ρ and form factor are employed, the range of the R ρ ωππ is from 6.6% to 21.0% and R ρ KKπ is from 1.6% to 4.5%. It means that the contribution of the s-channel subthreshold ρ exchange is not negligible for both J/ψ → ωππ and J/ψ → KKπ channels. The subthreshold ρ contribution may have significant influence on the analysis of resonances near ωπ and KK thresholds.
In order to see the influence it may have on analysis of resonances near thresholds, we perform a Monte Carlo simulation to give predictions on various invariant mass spectra and Dalitz plots for these two channels as shown in Fig.3, Fig.4 and Fig.5 , in which we take form factor F 2 and Γ ρ =0.149 GeV. The dotted lines in the invariant mass spectra denote the uniform phase space distributions without considering the dynamic interactions. In Fig.3 , a clear enhancement about 1.2 GeV near the ωπ threshold appears in both invariant mass spectrum and Dalitz plot. Comparing with experimental results (Fig.7 and Fig.10 in Ref. [9] ; Fig.1 and Fig.2 in Ref. [5] ), one can expect that this enhancement as the background of b 1 (1235) should reduce the measured width of b 1 (1235) from this reaction and may well explain the "b 1 puzzle". One interesting phenomena in the Dalitz plot of Fig.3 is that there is also a clear enhancement band near ππ threshold, which is shown more clearly in the Fig.4 for the ππ invariant-mass distribution of J/ψ → ωπ + π − decay (solid line). This enhancement band comes mainly from the interference terms of two Feynman diagrams in Fig.1 , because if we do not include the interference term of Fig. 1 , the visible bump located in 0.5 − 1.0 GeV will be much reduced in the π + π − invariant-mass distribution as shown by the dot-dashed line. Therefore, the subthreshold ρ contribution may even have influence upon the analysis of the σ meson from this channel. The KK invariant-mass distribution (solid line) and the Dalitz plot for J/ψ → KKπ decay through ρ exchange with form factor F 2 and Γ ρ =0.149 GeV, compared with phase space distribution (dotted line).
In Fig.5 , a clear peak around 1.1 GeV near the threshold is also seen in the KK invariant-mass distribution. By looking at Table 1 and Fig.5 , it is natural to expect that the subthreshold ρ contribution is an important source for the near-threshold enhancement found in J/ψ → K + K − π 0 decay by the DM2 Collaboration [10] . Hence the result provides another evidence of the important role played by the subthreshold ρ contribution.
Since the mass of ρ is more than 150 MeV below the ωπ and KK thresholds and the width of ρ is not very broad, some people naively assume that the subthreshold ρ contribution can be neglected in these channels of J/ψ decays. However, this paper should greatly change this point of view for the channels with final state particles coupling strongly to the subthreshold ρ. A similar important subthreshold contribution was previously noticed for J/ψ →N Nπ channels from subthreshold nucleon pole [23] .
In summary, the ρ exchange plays a very important role in many lowenergy strong interaction processes, such as ππ scattering, πK scattering, πN interaction etc.. In this paper, we extend the mechanism to interpret some long standing problems observed in J/ψ decays. It is found that the subthreshold ρ contribution is not negligible for both J/ψ → ωππ and J/ψ → KKπ channels, and should be included in analyzing these channels. It may well explain the longstanding b 1 puzzle near ωπ threshold in J/ψ → ωππ and the near KK threshold enhancement in J/ψ → KKπ decay.
